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Corner enclosures are the best resolution for smaller bathrooms and en-suites, or if you want

to permit for other fittings installed close by. We stock a variety of diverse sizes and a variety

of diverse glass thicknesses and finishes. Our selection of aesthetically pleasing frameless

shower doors come from a variety of top shower brands, which includes Aquadart, Merlyn

and April Showers to name a handful of. Every of our frameless shower designs can be

bought with optional side panels and a matching shower tray, depending on your bathroom's

configuration and private preference. Glass shower doors, also referred to as frameless

shower doors, are doors that are entirely glass panels that don't feature - or have really

minimal - finishing touches or coloured edging or brackets. 

 

Not all shower enclosures are produced equal and with this in thoughts we offer you our

clients a wide range of solutions, each created to suit person specifications. The kind you

pick out will depend on your individual preference and the layout of your bathroom. Here we

appear into all the considerations you will want to make to select the suitable enclosure

installation for you. If you are looking for a sensible shower style that is also sophisticated

and fashionable, take a look by means of our frameless shower door range beneath. 

M Rolla 8 Frameless Sliding Door Corner Enclosure
 
Make the incorrect selection, and you could end up with a shower enclosure that doesn't fit,
which leaks or which opens and closes in the most inconvenient manner. That is why it pays
to do your research, and to ask for tips if you are not positive what you need. Our friendly
group can support you with any aspect of bathroom style, helping you to opt for the ideal
fittings at a terrific cost. Glass thickness may possibly not be on your priority list when hunting
for a shower enclosure, but it is certainly worth understanding the distinct types so that you
can select the most appropriate enclosure from our range. Develop a harmonious bathing
space with the new Optix 10 shower enclosures and pair with matching MPRO brassware
and acce... 



 
If you're right after a look that includes a gleaming metallic or clean white finish, a framed
enclosure would be the ideal option. When you do not have a lot of space to play with, and
you want a door that's simple to open and close, enclosures with sliding shower doors are
the excellent resolution. These enclosures are wonderful for the bathroom where space is
limited, but are also at home in any size area. 

Frameless Sliding Shower Door Systems
 
Sliding doors are generally utilized to cover a bigger region than hinged or pivot solutions.
The sliding mechanisms on these doors are exactly where you will discover the top quality, a
fantastic excellent sliding door will have a really smooth sliding action and will move
effortlessly across the length of the opening. There are a number of installation techniques
accessible with our products, and our aim is to offer you as numerous versatile possibilities
as feasible. No bathroom is the very same, which is why we have meticulously chosen
merchandise made to fit your bathroom perfectly, or which adjust to suit your space
requirements and personal taste. Whether or not you are upgrading your entire bathroom, or
just installing a new shower, choosing the appropriate shower enclosure can be a challenge,
particularly considering that there are so quite a few products on the market place. 

Our friendly team can assist you with any aspect of bathroom style, assisting you to decide

on the correct fittings at a terrific value.

Not all shower enclosures are created equal and with this in mind we supply our clients a

wide range of selections, each and every developed to suit individual requirements.

Glass shower doors, also named frameless shower doors, are doors that are completely

glass panels that never function - or have quite minimal - finishing touches or coloured

edging or brackets.

If you are hunting for a sensible shower design that is also sophisticated and fashionable,

take a look through our frameless shower door range beneath.
 
Several sliding shower screens are bought for an alcove or recess space but most suppliers
also offer compatible side panels to make into a full shower enclosure for a corner

https://creativeglassstudio.co.uk/bespoke-shower-enclosures/frameless-shower-enclosures/


installation. Of course, construction, high quality and longevity are every little thing when
picking out a shower enclosure, but it is also the finishing touches that can make so
substantially difference. We stock a wide variety of enclosures in diverse finishes permitting
you to pick out the ideal appear to suit your bathroom. Gleaming chrome or matt white looks
at dwelling in the contemporary bathroom, whilst a gold or brass finish adds opulence and
warmth in a bathroom with a additional classic or lavish design. Our 6mm glass shower
enclosures provide fantastic worth for money without ever compromising on safety, style or
high-quality. We do not recommend choosing a sliding door beneath 4mm in thickness as the
finish will be flimsy at very best and merely will not give you as numerous years reliable
overall performance as a door with thicker glass. 
Free normal delivery on all orders more than £499 to most of the UK at Victorian Plumbing.
Brands like Premier also present double sliding shower doors to generate even additional
accessible shower spaces. These are excellent if you need a dry area or if you want to help
the little ones or a loved a single shower. 

Hydroslide Sliding Shower Door Kit 2134mm Wall To Wall
 
We constantly advocate buying the biggest shower door probable for the space you have.
Nonetheless, this must not be at the expense of fitting in other essential bathroom hardware.
With an solution to build a corner with a side panel, or for installation in a recess, black
framed shower. Victoria Outstanding service - we received the item extremely speedily after
dealing with Sam who was pretty useful. Danny Top class buyer service and was definitely
pleased with the shower tray and screen. The Matki New Radiance Sliding Shower Door is
the fantastic mixture of gorgeous design and robust construction and will make a beautiful
addition to any bathroom. 
The Norr sliding shower door can be used alone in a shower space or combine it with the
coordinating Norr side panels to build your own shower enclosure. Bathroom layout may
dictate how your enclosure will open, or your decision may possibly be primarily based on
one thing as easy as regardless of whether you are left or ideal handed. Reversible, or bi-
sliding, doors offer left and proper handed opening and closing, making them a extremely
versatile option. Our semi-frameless enclosures with sliding doors offer a minimal framework
and generate a slim, sleek and contemporary look fantastic for any space. If your bathroom
has uneven walls, this form of enclosure makes it possible for for a tiny amount of adjustment
for a fantastic fit. Our corner enclosures with sliding doors are fitted into the corner of your
bathroom and add a spectacular and functional feature.


